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Al l the late st news from our
Re searc h, Pe tr ol eu m Geosci ence
M Sc an d Pet role um En gi nee rin g
Program me s

This newsletter aims to give you a flavour of recent
activities in the B asin s an d Pe tr ole um Ge osc ie n ce
Grou p at the University of Manchester in 2016. One of
the largest groups in the UK, we provide undergraduate
training for Petroleum Engineering BEng/MEng, two
masters courses in Petroleum Geoscience and have a
large research community with over 40 PhDs and
Postdocs working on projects across the globe, from
pore to basin scale. We value our strong links with
industry, both through funded research and training.

New School name - expanded
capability
On August 1st 2016, the new School of Earth and
Environmental Sciences (SEES) was established. This new
school is a merger between the existing School of Earth,
Environmental and Atmospheric scientists and ecological
and evolutionary biologists from the former Faculty of Life
Sciences. This new enlarged school, of over 75 academic
staff, will continue Manchester's world-leading reputation in
both fundamental and applied earth and environmental
science and allow us to strengthen our undergraduate and
postgraduate provision.

MSc Open Day
In February we hold our MSc Open day, where prospective
students can visit the School, meet staff and current students, We
hold taster sessions that showcase our research, careers advice
talks with invited senior representative from oil companies, and a
workshop to answer any questions about the course and a how to
apply. We interview pre-selected candidates for the scholarships
we have to offer from BP and Shell and advise on the application
procedure for the PESGB Scholarship.
Go to our webpage
ht tp: //www. sees.ma nchest er. ac .uk/st udy/post gra duat e

This years Petroleum MSc class plus guests at the final
presentation day, Chancellors Conference Centre.

Visit the M anchester
booth at PETEX, AAPG
and EAG E
Staff and students from the Basins and Petroleum
Geoscience Group will be manning the
Manchester booth at all the major conferences
this year, at PETEX London, AAPG in Houston
and London and at EAGE. So please drop by to
talk about research or courses, or just to catch up!
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European AAPG IBA
Competition
The AAPG Bar r el Awa rd is a competition in which
representatives from European Universities compete to evaluate
and present their interpretation of exploration datasets from
across the world. This year the Manchester team was placed third
in Europe, defending Manchester's unrivalled record of having
not finished outside the top three in the past 5 years. Each team

Petroleum Newsletter

Staff Focus
Ia n Ka ne joined us as a new sedimentology lecturer in
2015. He had worked previously with Statoil. He has
already established a research group, and has 4 PhDs
working with him.
Co ngra tula tio ns t o Ma ds Huuse on his promotion to
Professor. Mads leads our seismic lab and a large team
of PhDs working on an array of global projects.
Lav erne C onda ppa-Wa r d has joined the group as our
MSc and Pet Eng administrator, to cover from Suza nne
Boot h, who is away on maternity leave. Suzanne gave
birth to a healthy baby girl in September.

must evaluate the exploration potential and present their findings
to a panel of industry judges in the form of a 25-minute
presentation followed by a ten-minute grilling on their findings.
The competition is firstly run internally in Manchester as part of
the course within the exploration stream MSc class. This year saw
seven teams compete internally with the winners being chosen to
represent Manchester in Prague and go head to head the
following week against seventeen other Universities from across
Europe. Representing Manchester were MSc students Rua ir idh
Sa lmon, M ax Ca sson, Di mitr ios Mo uselemidis, Va nessa
Nt a a nd Y ahir Día z Flor es. The photo also shows David
Cook (left) and Jeremy Richardson (right) Director AAPG Europe,
and second from left Eoin Dunlevey, who accompanied the team
as the school advisor. Following the competition, entrants were
treated to a traditional Czech dinner complete with an all singing,
all dancing Czech folk band, a chance to eat, drink and be merry!

Dr Jua n P ablo Co rella joined the group. Juan joins us
from the CSIC in Madrid and is in Manchester as a visiting
scientist till March 2017. His research interest is in
continental depositional systems and he will develop
research on continental carbonates working with NARG
and the Carbonate Group.
Dav id Q uirk joins as a visiting Research Fellow. David
was previously with Maersk and has published extensively
on salt tectonics and also risk and play analysis.
Jona t ha n T ur ner (previously BG Group) has also joined
Manchester as a visiting academic, to collaborate on
research and offer courses on structural geology for our
MSc programs.
Visiting Academic: Dr Ji anna n Shi (University of
Chengdu, China) – Undertaking research into diagenetic
transformations in deep shale gas basins) with the
Mudstone Research Group.

Re ce n t C omple te d Ph D’s (20 1 5/1 6)
Tho mas Se ers, PhD 20 15: Characterisation of the Sherwood Sandstone using lidar data. After a brief Post Doc at the University of
Aberdeen, Thomas is now working as an Assistant Professor at Texas A&M University at Qatar.
Tob i O lobayo , PhD , 2015 : Deposition, Remobilization and Fluid Flow in Sedimentary Basins – Case Studies in the Northern North Sea and
Nigeria Transform Margin. Tobi is currently a Geoscientist with Adrok in Edinburgh.
R ach el Hardin g, PhD , 201 5: Evolution of the Giant Southern North Sea Shelf-Prism: Testing sequence stratigraphic concepts and the
global sea level curve with full three-dimensional control, University of Manchester. Rachel is currently a visiting researcher at Manchester.
Piya pho ng Ch enrai, PhD , 2015 : Seismic stratigraphy and fluid flow in the Taranaki and Great South basins offshore New Zealand,
Piyaphong is currently a lecturer at Chulalongkorn University, Thailand.
Brian Burnham PhD , 201 6: Stratigraphic evolution of a low-gradient, mixed-load fluvial system: Huesca fluvial fan, Ebro Basin, Spain.
(Total E&P). Brian is now working as a Post Doc as part of the Sandstone Intrusion Research Group (SIRG) based at the University of Aberdeen.
William He ad, PhD , 201 6: Characterisation of the Borrowdale Volcanic group as a potential host rock for a long term deep storage facility
for nuclear waste. (EPSRC). Billy is currently working the in the Strat Group before starting a job in the nuclear industry.
R ach el M. L amb, PhD , 20 16: Quaternary environments of the central North Sea from basin-wide 3D seismic data, University of
Manchester. Rachel is currently a visiting researcher at Manchester.
G eo rgin a He ldreich , PhD 2 016 : Quantitative analysis of the Mungaroo Formation, offshore NW Australia; Implications for developing
improved architectural models for fluvio-deltaic depositional systems. She has just submitted her second paper and is feverishly finalizing the
third paper for submission while looking for a postdoc.
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Morocco PhD Trip
2016
PhD and PostDoc students from Manchester organized a
research field trip to Morocco, timed to precede the IAS
Conference in Marrakech. Organized and led by Tim
Luber, with Aude Duval-Arnould from NARG, and with Prof
Redfern tagging along in support. The group visited some
of the spectacular areas currently being worked on by
NARG.
It was open to all PhDs and PostDocs from the Basins Group,
including those in the STRAT Group at Leeds University. A
great few days exchanging ideas, often under a baking sun,
with the discussions carried on well into the evening over a few
beers while sampling delicious Moroccan cuisine.

Looking out over the Assaka Gorge, north of
Agadir

Group meal
in our
favourite fish
restaurant in
Agadir

Tim Luber points out details on a map, with an
attentive crowd. Lecturer Rhodri Jerrett in local
headgear to ward off the sun.

Building 3D Reservoir Models: Data
collection with the new Drone
Ginny-Marie Bradley (3rd year NERC CDT PhD) has been using the Basins
Groups new drone in Australia, as part of her study of pre-land plant parallic
depositional successions. The winding Murchison river gorges in Kalbarri
National park, West Australia provide a valuable opportunity to examine
these Silurian outcrops in 3D to build quantitative reservoir models.
The work is
supervised by Prof
Jonathan Redfern
and Dr David
Hodgetts, and
Ginny will make use
of our in-house
VRGS software to
extract data from
the images merged
using AGISOFT
Photoscan.
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N ERC Oi l an d Gas C DT is a major research initiative in the UK. NERC have
invested funding for 10 PhDs, with a further 21 PhDs funded by academic
scholarships and investment from the 6 core partners universities; Manchester,
Heriot Watt, Imperial College, Aberdeen, Durham, Oxford and the British
Geological Survey (BGS). There are 12 Associate Academic Partners. The
center has 9 core industry sponsors; BP, Cairn Energy, ConocoPhilips, Premier

Oil, OMV, Shell, Statoil, Total and Woodside Energy, and 5 associate industry sponsors.

Up to 35 studentships are funded every year for 4 years, (3 at Manchester each year) with 20 weeks training
provided by academic and industry experts. In addition to this great training opportunity, students also get a
chance to network and integrate with key industry and government figures.
Ginny, Eoin and Nathan, who are part of the first cohort of students (shown in the photo), now just over 2 years
into the scheme say “it is great to be able to get
to know other students across the country, get
involved with the training and network with
industry leaders. The training element is
everything from classroom style lectures, practical
classes and field-based trips. We have all really
benefited from the training element especially
non-academic topics such as media
communications as well as tying academia to
industry, with courses such as basin modeling by
Shell and Biostratigraphy by Neftex’.
The cohorts build a strong relationship and very strong bond together, they teach each other various elements of
their specialty and share knowledge to help each other with their projects. The opportunity to also have an
industry mentor is another key feature of the CDT. They
provide very useful industrial links and moral support.
This years new PhDs joining Manchester are Jack
Stacey, Euan Soutter and David Cox.
W e h av e a fu rth e r 9 topi cs du e to be
adv ert ise d sh ort ly fo r 2 01 7 e n try , i nte rv ie w s
w ill be he ld i n F e br uar y.

AA PG Calgary
Manchester had a strong
presence at the AAPG
Conference in Calgary, with
a booth and multiple
research talks and posters
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Petroleum Engineering
Ne w D evelopm ents
The School of Chemical Engineering and Analytical Sciences
(CEAS), partner in the petroleum engineering degree, has
established two new laboratories for PVT analysis and core
flooding. These laboratories will benefit our research and teaching
on the petroleum engineering programme.

Conf eren ce s
The research output of the Integrated Multiscale Porous media
RESearch (IMPRES) group published in Environmental Science and
Technology has been selected as a representative publication of
the school of chemical engineering and analytical science to be
published in "Science and Engineering INABSTRACT for 2016".
PhD student Mike Lacey (supervisor: Dr Cathy Hollis) presented a
poster at the 2016 Interpore conference on “Determination of the
effect of pore and grain size on oil recovery using micromodels”.
MPhil student Omar E. Godinez-Brizuela (supervisor: Dr Vahid
Niasar) of the IMPRES group won the second poster prize in the
second UK Chapter InterPore Conference held at Loughborough
University, 5-6th of September 2016. His poster title was “The
impact of corner interfacial area on the uniqueness of capillary
pressure-saturation-interfacial area relation under transient
conditions”.
(https://www.interpore.org/activities/national-chapters/uk)

Experimental set-up (top) and results (bottom) in an l
study of water (blue) displacing oil (red) in a pore
network (grey). Such studies are applicable to waterassisted production of reservoirs.

SPE Chapter News
University of Manchester student
team reach top five in SPE
PetroBowl contest

They successfully reached the top five in both competitions
and received awards for their participation. It was a great
opportunity and experience for our students and their
performance highlighted Manchester position as a world
leading institution.

In April 2016 a team from the University of Manchester took
part in two Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) contests in
Stavanger: HSSE Student Challenge and PetroBowl Regional
Qualifiers. The team consisted of two Petroleum Geoscience
MSc students - Ahmed Selem (team captain) and Peter
Kovacs, and three Petroleum Engineering undergraduate
students - Pavit Jogia, Alia Abbas, and Hannah Lochhead.
The competitions consisted of a series of quick-fire rounds
of technical and nontechnical oil and gas industry-related
questions.
This was the first time the University of Manchester had
entered a team, and they were competing against the
leading universities from Europe, Russia, and the United
States.

www.spemanchester.org
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North Africa Research Group
NARG continues to expand the North Atlantic study, with 9 PhDs
now working on integrated projects along the Moroccan margin.
We are improving the biostratigraphic control of the Early
Cretaceous and Jurassic in NW Africa to develop a type section
and refine depositional and paleoenvironmental models (Tim
Luber and Angel Arantegui (both 3rd yr PhDs).

Sta toil joins NARG
We are pleased to announce new
sponsorship from Statoil who have joined our
current sponsors BP, Cairn, Chevron, Repsol and
Kosmos.

Seismic and well data supplied by ON HYM allow extension
offshore with the aim of developing a fully integrated source to
sink study. Offshore we are also working on salt modeling
(Leonardo Muniz Pichel, 2nd yr PhD). Remi Charton at TU Delft is
completing the story by evaluating the inversion history of the
hinterland source.
The Jurassic carbonate study is being undertaken by Aude
Duval-Arnould, who has completed two field seasons, and this
work is now augmented with the start of Nawal Al Sinai‘s PhD to
study the diagenetic evolution and dolomitisation. A
Cenomanian-Turonian source rock study (Jianpeng Wang) aims
to better understand controls on TOC richness comparing the
influence of Atlantic margin and Tethyan realms. Research has
been presented at recent conferences at the EAGE, IAS and
AAPG.
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Interviews for the new PhD, “Provenance Study of
the Early Cretaceous, Essaouira Basin” (as part of
regional source to sink study), have been completed
and the new PhD will start in January 2017
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Three new PhDs are planned as part
of the extension of our Atlantic
margin projects south to Senegal.
We have developed collaboration
with TGS to access offshore seismic data, and we are discussing
collaboration with Fortesa and Petrosen to integrate available
well and seismic data onshore. The projects will look at the
tectonostratigraphic evolution of the margin, characterizing
Cretaceous clastic fairways and provenance, and Jurassic to E
Cretaceous carbonate reservoir development.

Developing NARG Biostrati graphic
Capability / Collaborations

Recent NARG Publications:

Dr. Luc Bulot (Aix Marseille Université, CNRS, IRD, Coll
France, CEREGE) - Ammonites
Dr. Mike Simmons - Forams
Dr. Jaso n Jer emia h - Calcareous Nannofossil
Dr. St epha ne Bodin (Associate Professor Aarhus
University, Sweden) - C13, O18 analysis
C amile Fra u (PhD Student) (Groupement d’Intérêt
Paléontologique, Toulon, France) - Specimen
identification, preparation and correlation to Tethyan
realm
P ro f. Mo ussa Ma sr our (Université Ibn Zohr, Agadir,
Morocco) - Ammonites
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Figure 2. Generalized geologic map of northwest Africa (Persits and others, 1997) showing the Reguibate Shield, province boundaries, selected province names and codes as defined in Klett and others (1997, 2000a) and the boundary of the Coastal Plain and
Offshore Assessment Unit for the Senegal Province. The Baffa Province includes the Paleozoic Bove Basin.

Maurin, 1992). The opening of the Atlantic was not completed
until Albian time. The presence of Triassic evaporites and clastics in the Senegal Basin provides evidence that rift-basin sedimentation occurred during this time, associated with the
breakup of northwest Africa and North America. The basal
Jurassic and lowermost Cretaceous limestones of the MesozoicTertiary platform (figs. 3 and 4) are most likely related to the
Tethys Sea rather than the South Atlantic because the final
opening of the Atlantic did not take place before Albian time.

Pre-rift Section

The pre-rift section consists of Precambrian- to Devonianage rocks that outcrop in the Bove Basin of southern Senegal
and Guinea, which is an extension of the Taoudeni Basin
(figs. 2 and 3). The most complete pre-rift section was recognized in the Diana-Malari (DM–1) and Kolda (KO–1) wells
(fig. 3), which penetrated Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian
rocks in southernmost Senegal, also known as the Casamance

4 Assessment of the Undiscovered Oil and Gas of Northwest Africa

English, K.L., English, J.M., Bonnell, L., Lander, R.H., Hollis, C., Redfern,
J., Guirdham, C., Garnham, J., and Yahia Cherif, R., (accepted). Controls
on reservoir quality in exhumed basins - an example from the Ordovician
sandstones, Illizi basin, Algeria; Marine and Petroleum Geology.
English, K.L., English, J.M., Redfern, J., Hollis, C., Corcoran, D.V., Oxtoby,
N., and Yahia Cherif, R., 2016. Remobilization of deep basin brine during
exhumation of the Illizi Basin, Algeria. Marine and Petroleum Geology.
English, K.L., Redfern, J., Bertotti, G., English, J.M., and Yahia Cherif, R.,
2016. Intraplate uplift: New constraints on the Hoggar dome from the Illizi
basin (Algeria). Basin Research, published online ahead of print.

We continue to building our biostratigraphic capability.
Dr Luc Bulot is developing a team to help date a new E
Cretaceous (Aptian) type section for NW Africa, the first
integrated study to link the full range of species and
isotope analysis. We are also working on enhancing
dating of the Jurassic sections.
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STRAT Group News
The STRAT Group, located in Manchester and Leeds has just completed the final report for Phase 4 of the SLOPE
project, a 15 company-supported programme, which has extended the outcrop studies in the Karoo Basin, South
Africa to the shelf/deltaic section of the basin-fill as well as characterizing the deep-water section along the whole
western margin of Gondwana.
The team comprises PhD students Luz Gomis, Hannah Brooks
and Kevin Boulesteix, Post-Doc Miquel Poyatos-More and
staff members Rufus Brunt, Steve Flint (Manchester)and Dave
Hodgson (University of Leeds). We are also doing
comparative studies on other deep-water systems to test our
stratigraphic models for wider grain size ranges and different
tectonic settings.
This year we also delivered the final report of the Lajas
Project – an international project on fluvial-tidal interactions
and their effects on reservoir architecture. This work was
based in the Neuquén Basin, Argentina and involved
collaboration with La Plata University, Argentina, UT Austin
and Queen’s University, Ontario.

Stratgroup)team)working)on)shelf)deposits)at)Geelhoek,)
Tanqua,)South)Africa.

Our PhD student Marcello Gugliotta is now a Post-doc in Japan. Other projects in collaboration with Mads Huuse
include shelf construction in pre-land plant times and seismic stratigraphy of the Taranaki Basin. New initiatives
planned for 2017 include a major project on the stratigraphic evolution of conjugate margins.

Re ce n t Pu bli cat ion s
Hodgson, D.M., Kane, I, Flint, S. and Brunt, R.L., 2016. Progressive submarine slope confinement and the progradation of
basin-floor fans. Journal of Sedimentary Research, 86, 73-86.
Gugliotta, M., Kurcinka, C.E., Dalrymple, R.W., Flint, S., and Hodgson, D.M, 2016. Decoupling seasonal
fluctuations in fluvial discharge from the tidal signature in ancient deltaic deposits: an example from the
Neuquén Basin, Argentina. Journal of the Geological Society of London, 173, 94-107.
Morris, E.A., Hodgson, D.M., Flint, S., Brunt, R.L., Luthi, S.M. and Kolenberg, Y. 2016. Integrating outcrop and
subsurface data to assess the temporal evolution of a submarine channel-levee system. American Association of
Petroleum Geologists Bulletin, 100, 1663-1691.
Slope deposits of the Terra Motas Formation, East Falkland. The
outcrop is the most easterly studied part of the Permian
Gondwana margin (prior to opening of the South Atlantic).
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Manchester Mudstone and Shale
Gas Research
Currently there are three research programmes ongoing, with a number of PhD
and PDRAs:
•

Mudstone and Shale Reservoir Industry Research Consortium – a
collaboration with, and funding, from 3 major companies, with
additional funding and facility access from NERC, STFC/Diamond .
Focusing on geological characterization, multi-scale imaging, and
geomechanics.

•

Carboniferous Shale Evaluation (CASCADE) – a collaboration
between Manchester University, the British Geological Survey and
Leicester University, delivering a new understanding of the geology of
UK Carboniferous shales

•

ShaleX – a multi-institutional EU Horizon 2020 programme. The focus
is on 3D multi-scale imaging of shale reservoirs and experimental
geomechanics and flow simulation.

1m

New re se arc h s tu de n ts:
Neveen Elsayed - Small to large scale sedimentological processes in the muddominated early Jurassic Cleveland Basin, UK)
Kevin Boulesteix - Deepwater mudrock depositional processes and sequence
stratigraphy in the Permo-Triassic icehouse to greenhouse transition, Karoo
Basin, South Africa.

Re ce n t publ ic ati ons :
Ma, L, Taylor, K.G., Lee, P.D., Dobson, K.J., Dowey, P.J. and Courtois, L.
(2016). Novel 3D centimetre-to nano-scale quantification of an organic-rich
mudstone: The Carboniferous Bowland Shale, Northern England. Marine and
Petroleum Geology, 72, 193-205.

Virtual Reality Geological Studio (VRGS)
VRG S is software package written by Dr. David Hodgetts for interpreting and
analysing digital outcrop data. It is licensed through UMIP via the Click2Go site
(http://www.click2go.umip.com/i/software/vrgs.html).
It is a visualisation and interpretation software tool for geoscientists working
with 3D digital outcrop models (DOM) with over 80 academic licenses around
the globe and now getting its first commercial sales. Focusing mainly on point
cloud and triangulated mesh data, multiple attributes can be calculated based
on surface geometry and used to assist interpretation. Input data can be from
LiDAR, Structure from Motion (SFM), DEM or any other point cloud type
dataset.

2D and 3D characterisation of
shale - microstructure imaging

Re ce n t Digi tal Ou tcr op paper s:
Seers, T. D., and Hodgetts, D., (2016)
Extraction of Three Dimensional Fracture Trace
Maps from Calibrated Image Sequences:
Geosphere V.12.4, p. 1323-1340.
Seers, T. D., and Hodgetts, D., (2016)
Probabilistic constraints on structural lineament
best fit plane precision obtained through
numerical analysis: Journal of Structural
Geology, v. 82, p. 37-47.

The latest version of VRGS now supports the use of the Oculus Rift VR
Headset, allowing you to experience your digital outcrop data like never
before.
More details on VRGS can be found at ww w.vr ge osc ie n ce .com
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Alumni News

Sa m Guer ri er o (MSc 2015) has moved from Shawcor to
join the Wintershall graduate scheme START in Kassel
Germany.

Meg Long (MSc 2013) (who is now Meg Joiner) has formed
her own consultancy, Joiner Consultants Myanmar Ltd, based
in Yangon. She says ”We have formed collaborations with a
number of companies to offer core and sample analysis
services to the growing oil industry.

Foll ow us in Linkedin
University of Manchester-MSc Petroleum Geoscience

Congratulations to Ga bri el M eyer (PhD 2016), who
successfully passed his PhD with minor corrections in July. His
PhD was entitled ‘Porosity modification of the Shuaiba
Formation, Al Shaheen Field, offshore Qatar’. Gabriel has
now moved to Copenhagen to take up a post-doctoral
position at the University of Copenhagen.
Va nessa Nt a (MSc 2016) successfully navigated the Shell
application / internship process, an even greater achievement
during the current downturn, and joins their graduate
programme in London in December.
St ev en Bro wn (MSc 2006) is working as an Independent
Exploration Consultant. Current client is AziLat; exploring the
Brazilian Equatorial Margin (Potiguar Basin).
T iago Alves, who is a Senior Lecturer at Cardiff University,
has a paper on the pre-salt reservoirs in SE Brazil in press
(Marine and Petroleum Geology). This is the first in-depth
analysis of the Lula Field in the literature, and will result in a
review paper on Brazil in the near future.
Amja d AlShukr i (MSc 2016) has started working with
(Petroleum Development Oman), who sponsored his MSc, as
an exploration geoscientist.
T om Seer s (PhD 2016) has joined Texas A&M University at
Qatar as an assistant professor post, maintaining his
collaboration with the Basin Group at Manchester.
Ma rcello Guglio tt a (PhD 2016) has taken up a Post-doc in
Japan
Edw ar d M iller (MSc 2015) is a consultant at Pangea
Resourcing
Nur ul Adil ah Ma nshor (MSc 2014) has started a PhD at the
University of Malaya on reservoir modeling using VRGS.

SPE/ EAGE
We also have active University of Manchester SPE and EAGE
Student Chapters that invites prominent speakers to give
seminars/webinars and workshops throughout the academic
year.

AAPG
Student Chapter
The AAPG Student chapter at Manchester is one of the
largest in Europe. They have a very active programme of
bi-weekly talks from invited speakers, workshops and field
trips. In 2016 they have organised a one-day workshop in
Biostratigraphy led by Dr Mike Simmons of Halliburton and
a 2-day workshop offered by Midland Valley on the
software Move focusing on structural restoration, section
balancing and fault analysis.
Seminars for this semester include Dr. Mike Ashton (Badley
Ashton) on reservoir characterization and Prof. Chris
Jackson (Imperial College) on salt tectonics on the North
Sea and Santos Basin (tweet below). Chris Stevenson
(University of Manchester) gave a talk on deep-water
gravity flows to be followed by Dr. Matthew Hampson
(Cuadrilla Resources) on shale gas and Dr. Matthew
Hampson (Statoil). A 3-day field-trip to SW Wales is
planned for April.
Leonardo Muniz Pichel
Timothy Ohiara
Lucy Manifold
Hugo Putuhena
Daniel Bell

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Media

Faculty advisors Prof Jonathan Redfern and Prof Mads
Huuse
Prof Chris Jackson (an
alumni from Manchester)
came to the AAPG
Student Chapter to give
a well attended talk on
internal characteristics of
salt.
Here he receives a very
apt salt lamp gift from
the AAPG Chapter,
presented by Prof Ernie
Rutter (who taught him
as an undergrad!)
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Carbonate Research Group
The carbonate research group is led by Cathy Hollis, with Stefan
Schroeder, and has over 10 PhD students working in
collaboration with Universities of Bristol, Bergen and Liverpool,
making it the centre for carbonate expertise in the U.K.
We welcome the following new PhD students to the group:
Ja ck Sta cey: NERC CDT funded scholarship, ‘Determination of
basin-scale fluid flux to understand porosity distribution within
mature carbonate basins’
Ardi ansya h Ko es hidaya t ullah: University of Manchester
President’s Scholarship, ‘Determination of the processes
governing the termination of dolostone bodies, Cambrian
Mount Whyte Formation, Canada
Both Jack and Ardi will be conducting fieldwork and core
studies in Alberta, Canada, and are grateful for logistical
support from the Alberta Geological Survey (see attached
photo)
Na wwa r Al Sina i, funded by NARG joined us in May and will
be working on ‘Dolomitisation of Jurassic carbonates in the
Western High Atlas of Morocco. Nawwar will conduct her first
field season in Morocco in late October.

Activitie s
In October, Nawwar Al Sinai and Cat Breislin presented the
results of the work at the Dolomieu Conference on Carbonate
Platforms and Dolomite, Italy.
In June, Cathy Hollis chaired a session at AAPG Annual
Conference and Exhibition ‘Advances in Carbonate
Diagenesis’. She, Cat Breislin and Sayed Behbehani all
presented their results at the meeting in Calgary
In August, Lucy Manifold completed week-long, NERC funded
Polar Fieldwork training course in Cambridge and Svalbard

Internships
Most of the Basins Groups PhDs take the
opportunity of internships in their second year, a
great way to gain industrial experience. Here are
some examples:
Tim Luber and Luz Gomiz Cartesio both
undertook internships at Statoil over the summer,
joined by Ruraidh Salmon and Euan Soutter who
undertook their MSc project in Statoil.

Recent Publications
Archilla, N., Missagia, R., Hollis, C., de Ceia, M.,
McDonald, S., Lima Neto, I., Eastwood, D and Lee, P.,
2016. Permeability and acoustic velocity controlling
factors determined from X-ray tomography images of
carbonate rocks. AAPG Bulletin, 100, 1289-1309

Some of our o ther new start PhDs for 2016
Hugo P utuhena : Seismic Imaging of Fluid Flow (Indonesian Government Funding)
Ark a Sar ka r: Thermal Modelling of Frontier Deepwater Basins
Benedict C ampbell: Seismic Imaging of Fluid Flow below and within the gas hydrate stability zone (MSc by research)
Dav id C ox: Impact of Glaciation on Arctic Petroleum Systems (NERC CDT)
Ola wumi Ow ola bi: Seismic Imaging of Fluid Flow in Sedimentary Basins (PTDF)
Mo hammed M ala h: Seismic Interpretation of shallow hydrocarbon accumulations in the North Sea Basin (PTDF)
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Research in Focus
Zhongwei Zha o (‘Will’) started his PhD in early June, working
with Dr Neil Mitchell and Dr Bart van Dongen. He comes with an
MRes from Southampton (marine geology and geophysics) and
will be tackling how waves vary the transport and deposition of
sand on shelves, looking at the Azores and Madeira Islands,
where he has access to geophysical data (multibeam and
seismic) and samples for grain size and geochemical analyses. A
poster based on the early results was shown at the 2016 Annual
Meeting of British Society for Geomorphology in September.
Ra sha d Gulm amma dov is working on seismic geomechanics
of mud volcanoes, supervised by Mads Huuse and Stephen
Covey-Crump. He is investigating mechanics of rocks in mud
volcano settings within the South Caspian Basin and West Nile
Delta, with a view to address geomechanical issues in the
context of optimization of drilling. His first paper titled
“Geomechanical characterization of mud volcanoes using Pwave velocity datasets” is in press for Geological Society Special
Publication called “Geomechanics and Geology”. He presented
this paper in July at the 7th IGSC in Katowice, Poland and won
the award of best oral presentation. He was also awarded a full
travel grant by SEG/ExxonMobil.
Ayomi posi Gr ace Oluwa debi has started a PhD on the
Diagenetic Controls on Reservoir Quality and Gas Composition
of Collyhurst Sandstone, Lower Permian, East Irish Sea Basin,
United Kingdom. The study is sponsored by the Nigeria
Government through the Tertiary Education Trust Fund
(TETfund) with a recent additional award from Schlumberger
Foundation for Women in Science, Technology, Engineering
and Mathematics (STEM).

Illizi Basin Dynamics
New paper on the Illizi
Basin, Algeria, with
implications for
exploration in exhumed
basins :
English, K.L., Redfern,
J., Bertotti, G., English,
J., and Yahi Cherif, R.,
2016, Intraplate uplift:
new constraints on the
Hoggar dome from the
Illizi basin (Algeria):
Basin Research, p. 1-17.

Other Recent
Publications on African
Geology
Schröder, S., Beukes, N.J., Armstrong, R.A. (2016): Detrital
zircon constraints on the tectonostratigraphy of the
Paleoproterozoic Pretoria Group, South Africa.
Precambrian Research 278, 362-393.
Schröder, S. and Warke, M.R. (2016): Termination of BIF
deposition in the Paleoproterozoic: the Tongwane
Formation, South Africa. South African Journal of Geology

The Faculty of Science and Engineering recently
launched ' In Abst ract' a selection of its latest high
impact journal papers and newest research
findings. The first edition contained a
publication by staff from the Basins Group.
Buried iceberg scours reveal reduced North Atlantic
Current during the stage 12 deglacial. Journal: Nature
Communications Authors: Andrew M.W. Newton, Mads
Huuse and Simon H. Brocklehurst
!

http://www.se.ma nchester.ac.uk/ourresearch/in-abstract/
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SedRESQ
SedRE SQ is a new research group led by Dr Ian Kane, who

joined Manchester from Statoil in 2015. The group
currently has four PhD students working on a range of
topics revolving around a central theme of linking
sedimentological process understanding reservoir quality
and its distribution in deep-marine sedimentary systems.
Two projects address this, using outcrop analogues from
the Annot Sandstone and the Jaca Basin, to develop
detailed models of how flows interact with bathymetry
and the according facies distribution.
The other two projects form a combined project fullyfunded by Statoil and using offshore data (core, well and
seismic) from Block 2 Tanzania, in conjunction with field
based studies and experimental modelling with the
Eurotank Facility in Utrecht.
The group recently returned from a training and
reconnaissance week in SE France, looking at some
classical sections of the Annot Sandstone, together with
collaborator Dr Joris Eggenhuisen (Utrecht). Internally,
SedResq works closely with Prof Mads Huuse, Dr Rufus
Brunt and Prof Steve Flint.

The team investigates the Chalufy outcrops in SE
France.

Recen t Pu blica tion s
Bijkerk, J.F., Eggenhuisen, J.T., Kane, I.A., Meijer,
N., Water, C.N., Wignall, P.B. and McCaffrey, W.D.,
2016, Fluvio-Marine Sediment Partitioning As A
Function of Basin Water Depth. Journal of
Sedimentary Research, 2016, v. 86, p. 217-235.
Hodgson, D.M., Kane, I.A., Flint, S.S., Brunt, R.L. and
Ortiz-Karpf, A., 2016, Time-Transgressive
Confinement On the Slope and the Progradation of
Basin-Floor Fans: Implications For the Sequence
Stratigraphy of Deep-Water Deposits. Journal of
Sedimentary Research, 2016, v. 86, p. 73-86.
Southern, S.J., Kane, I.A., Warchoł, M.J., Porten,
K.W. and McCaffrey, W.D., 2016. Hybrid event beds
dominated by transitional-flow facies: Character,
distribution and significance in the Maastrichtian
Springar Formation, north-west Vøring Basin,
Norwegian Sea. Sedimentology, DOI:
10.1111/sed.12323
Kane, I.A., Pontén, A.S.M, Vangdal, B., Eggenhuisen,
J.T., Hodgson, D.M. and Spychala, Y.T., in press,
The stratigraphic record and processes of turbidity
current transformation across deep-marine lobes:
Sedimentology.
Porten, K.W., Kane, I.A., Warchoł, M.J. and
Southern, S.J., in press. A sedimentological processbased approach to depositional reservoir quality of
deep-marine sandstones: an example from the
Springar Formation, north-western Vøring Basin,
Norwegian Sea. Journal of Sedimentary Research.
C ur re nt Stu de nt s:

Numerical models of turbidity current evolution in
the Aberystwyth Grits (Ross, 2016).

Dan Bell (University studentship)
Euan Soutter (NERC CDT)
Ross Fergsuon (Statoil Funded)
Arne Fuhrmann (Statoil Funded)
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Greenland Cores
October 2016: 45 seabed cores from offshore West Greenland
arrived at Manchester,
courtesy of Cairn
Energy for analysis of
sediment provenance,
sedimentary and
glacial processes and
carbon budgets.
The core analysis will
be conducted by
members of the
C ryo genic R esear ch
a t Ma nchester
(CR AM) group.

Injected Sand s
Research
The Sa nd Inject ion Resea rc h Gr oup (SIRG) is
completing Phase 3 of the Sand Injection JIP (Universities
of Aberdeen and Manchester: 2013-2017) focused on the
occurrence, characteristics, and modelling of sand
injectites in the North Sea and the San Joaquin Basin,
which hosts analogous structures in outcrop and
subsurface.
Highli ght s include:
•
New sand injection provinces discovered and
characterized in the San Joaquin Basin;
•
A complete sand injection stratigraphy established
for the North Sea (Late Cretaceous – Pleistocene);
•
New genetic models of sand emplacement for the
northern North Sea.

Recen t Pu blica tion s:
Newton, A.M.W., Huuse, M., Brocklehurst, S.H. (2016) Buried
iceberg scours reveal reduced North Atlantic Current during the
stage 12 deglacial. Nature Communications, 7, 10927. DOI:
10.1038/ncomms10927
Lamb, R.M., Huuse, M., Stewart, M. (2016) Early Quaternary
sedimentary processes and palaeoenvironments in the central
North Sea. Journal of Quaternary Science. Article in Press. DOI:
10.1002/jqs.2894
Serié, C., Huuse, M., Schødt, N.H., Brooks, J.M., Williams, A.
(2016) Subsurface fluid flow in the deep-water Kwanza Basin,
offshore Angola. Basin Research. Article in Press. DOI:
10.1111/bre.12169
Gulmammadov, R., Cowey-Crump, S., Huuse, M. (2016) Seismic
Geomechanics of Mudvolcanoes. Geological Society Special
Publications. Accepted.

Deep water slope
scours, Early
Pleistocene, Central
North Sea. Image
generated using the
CNS 3D Megasurvey
courtesy of PGS
(Lamb et al. 2016:
JQS).

The final segment of Phase 3 will develop new methods
for reservoir modelling as standard approaches fail to
account for the extreme permeability contrasts and small
dimensions of sand injection complexes. The SIRG
members at Manchester are Prof Mads Huuse, Dr David
Hodgetts, Dr Denis Bureau.
SIRG gave two presentations at PETEX 2016:
Hurst & Huuse: Sand Injection Research.
Bureau, Huuse & Hurst: Multi-phase sand remobilization
and injection in the Balder Formation of the South Viking
Graben.

Software Donations
We continue to be indebted to following companies for
generous software and data donations: Schlumberger
(Petrel, Techlog, PetroMod and Eclipse); IHS (Kingdom
licenses); Eliis (Paleoscan); ffA (Geoteric). PGS (North Sea
MegaSurveys); TGS Nopec (NSR seismic lines and Facies
Map Browser), Logicom (REP), CDA for North Sea well
and seismic database.

Industry links – Paleoscan
In May 2016 the University of Manchester became the first
university to receive a dedicated in-house course in
Paleoscan, the transformational 3D seismic interpretation
and modelling package.
Thanks to Eliis and the instructors for a superb piece of
software and training.
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Visit the group webpage at:
http://www.sees.manchester.ac.uk/research/groups/basin/

Staff List
Chair of Petroleum Geoscience
Chair of Sedimentology

Prof Jonathan Redfern (MSc Director)
Prof Kevin Taylor (Shale Gas / Source) (Head of School)

Chair of Stratigraphy
Chair of Geophysics

Prof Steve Flint (Strat Group)
Prof Mads Huuse (Seismic Lab)

Chair of Structural Geology

Prof Ernie Rutter (Rock Deformation)

Dr Cathy Hollis
Dr David Hodgetts
Dr Stefan Schroeder
Dr Simon Brocklehurst
Dr Rufus Brunt
Dr Rhodri Jerrett
Dr Ian Kane
Dr Neil Mitchell
Dr Steve Covey-Crump
Dr Julian Mecklenburg
Dr Emma Finch
Dr Vahid Niasar
Dr Masoud Babaei
Dr Rosmary Villegas
Dr Nima Shokri

Petrophysics /Carbonate
Reservoir geology & modelling
Pet Engineering Course Director / Carbonate geology
Earth surface process and glaciology
MSc Course co-ordintaor / clastic sedimentology
Coal geology and sequence stratigraphy
Deep water sedimentology
Shallow geophysics
Structural geology
Structural geology
Numerical modeling
Petroleum Engineering – multiphase flow
Petroleum Engineering – multiscale modeling
Petroleum Engineering – process development
Petroleum Engineering – molecular systems/biomaterials

We also have a strong group of dedicated visiting professors and external tutors:
Prof Richard Dixon (BP) (Play Fairway Analysis course and research projects), Dr Mike Smith (Petroleum
Engineering, formerly BP), Tim Herrett (Operation Geology), Malcolm Mitchell (Petroleum Economics),
Andy Stocks (Petrophysics), Alun Griffiths (Petroleum Engineering), Jim Armstrong (Petroleum
Geochemistry), Dr Mike Simmons (Haliburton) and Dr Mike Bidgood (Biostratigraphy), Richard Wrigley
(New Ventures/Plays), Dr Jonathan Turner (Structural Geology), Dr David Quirk (Risk and Uncertainty),
David Griffiths (Seismic and Unconventionals), Mike Bowman (Development Geoscience)
MSc Administrator: Suzanne Booth / Laverne Condappa-Ward
Research Group Administrator: Oliver Street
Computing Officer: Kofi Owusu
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